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Flogging

A bit of history

Flogging has existed since the dawn of time. In the past, it was used primarily for 
punishment or torture. The floggers were made from rope with multiple knots and 
sometimes there were hooks at the end.

In Christianity, self-flagellation was very common. Men of faith would flog 
themselves as a sign of punishment and atonement. In addition, some extremists 
believed themselves closer to God by undergoing what the son of God had endured 
on the cross.

In the modern time, flogging was still used in the prisons of England until 1979.

In BDSM, flogging is routinely performed and is at the center of the search for 
sensations.

Security

The goal is to target large muscle groups, that way; we are able the to spread the 
sensation over a wider area. The top of the back, buttocks, thighs and breasts are 
privileged areas.

Avoid at all costs; 

- The head

- The neck

- The Testicles / The Vagina (Certain people will enjoy these areas)

- The Coccyx

- The Breast (Must be done gently)

Avoid using a flogger on more than one person at the time or clean it between uses.  
Blood and sweat may contain diseases, infections etc. 

It is very dangerous to practice flogging under the influence of alcohol, drugs or 
substances that affect the State of mind. This will most likely cause false judgment 
and /or bad communication between partners. 

Always kept in mind the three following principles: safe, sane and consensual



Techniques

Flogger can be made of 2 kinds of materials: synthetic materials and natural 
materials.

Synthetic materials

Synthetic materials come in several colors and shapes. They are easy to maintain 
and more often than otherwise brings more sensations. (Ex: Nylon, rubber, etc…)

Natural materials

Natural materials are less cheaper and once the material has been treated, it is 
often much softer. On the other hand, it requires more maintenance.

For leather avoid exposure to the Sun, this will cause the material to dry out and 
crack.
Only uses products specifically designed to maintain leather.

The ideal weight for novices is between 300 and 700 grams.  A quality flogger will 
be balanced.  This will facilitate movements of the hand so you will tire much less 
quickly. A method to determine if the flogger is of good quality is to examine the 
handle where the tail is attached, if you can see the core through the tail assume 
it's a lower quality flogger.

It is important to pay particular attention to the length of the tail, the longer it is the  
greater the chance that it will wraps around the body of your victim and hitting 
areas that will hurt more than we want.

Type of sensations

"Tuddy": Heavier feeling of impact, sensation is more diffuse
"Stingy": Comparable to the sensation of being struck by a rubber band to varying 
degrees
“Tease”: Very slight Sensation caress of swift, small impact. ("Tapping")



Material
Depending on how the flogger is built it the sensation it produces will vary. 
Cowhide: Feels more “Tuddy”
Deer leather: A very soft material that will not leave marks on the body
Sweden: Feels more “Tuddy”
Horse tail hair: Very “Stingy” The Material is very soft, but it will leave micro-
abrasions on the body.
Rubber: Very flexible but feels extremely “Stingy”.
Unbraided nylon cord: Very little 'Stingy' feeling, this material can be very relaxing
There exist several other materials 



End of lashes 
Straight: Feel more "Tuddy".
Bevel: feels more “Stingy”
Knots: Feels more “Stingy”.
Wide lash ends:  Feels more “Tuddy”
Thin lash ends: Feels more “Stingy”

The technique used will also be able to get the feel that you want. If one wants a 
feeling more "Tuddy" ensures that a large area of the flogger touches the body. If 
you want a "Stingy" Sensation ensures that just the tips touch the body or can also 
arrange the flogger wraps what will cause this sensation.

Technique 1
Seize the entire tail above the head and lets it fall, no force is necessary. Only the 
weight of the flogger will be felt. With method one can aim quite accurately. By 
removing the lashes from the body slowly it will caress the body at the same time.

Technique 2 
Seize the entire tail above your head, same as technique 1, however it hold the tail 
while pulling the flogger the flogger to strike then release. This will increase slightly 
the force of the strike when the tail strikes, the force can be varied by how strong 
the flogger is pulled. If you want to have a more 'Stingy' feeling, pull the flogger at 
the last second before you strike so that just the lash ends hit the body.

Technique 3
Circle: This is the easiest, form; Twist the flogger in circles so that the lashes touch 
the target repeatedly.

Technique 4
East-West: movement from left to right with the flogger, used most often on the 
breasts 

Technique 5
Figure 8:  The flogger forms the number 8 with the movement of the flogger and 
wrists, 

Technique 6
The wet towel technique, Whip the flogger forward and pull it back  at the last 
second before you strike so that just the lash ends hit the body



Technique 7
This technique using a “Martinet”, involves swift repetitive strike with very little 
force. This technique is very convenient for the genitals.

Technique 8
Pool Player or the slingshot: Similar to technique 2 but Instead of holding it over the  
head you have behind your back as holding a pool queue behind your back. This 
technique is practical for small or confined areas.  Also allow you to have the style 
and attitude.

Florentine.
A flogging technique that will use two floggers simultaneously.  Ideally two identical  
floggers will be used which give more control overall.

2 Methods were showed during the workshop

Double figure 8: Both Flogger are simultaneously doing figure 8  with each flogger 
striking one after another. The wrists always remain in the same position with one 
bottom and one top of the other 

Florentine: We start with the 2 floggers of one side of the body, then moving the 
floggers with semicircles going upwards to the other side one after the other. Once 
on the other side you bring back the flogger which was moved last to the other side  
first and then the other and so on. This will have the effect that each flogger will hit 
twice in a row on the body


